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TATION 1: SOLVING BY GRAPHING AND FACTORING

hat are the solutions to the followin ra hs?
2)

What are the solutions to the s stems of e uations shown in the ra hs below?
3) 4)

00)

ZÄJse the factor method to find the solutions to the followin uadratics
5) X 2 9X 20 = O

7) 2x2 + 13x -7=0

X. -7 FYI

6) +3x-28=o

8) 5x 2 + 13x+6=o

10) x 2 -9x = 36

(x 3)30

X>lt X:-3
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STATION 2: APPLICATIONS!

I) Lighting hit the top of a cell tower and knocked off the satellite dish. The satellite dish

then crashed to the ground. The time it takes for the satellite to hit the ground can be

modeled by the equation h(x) = -15<2 + 120. How many seconds did it take for the

satellite to hit the ground?

C) > -IGx i &lZ8
-JZ9

2) Cyler is starting her own business selling custom sneakers and is going to the bank for a

loan. In her business plan, she predicts the number of shoes she must sell per week to

make a profit can be modeled by the equation f(x) = x2 —12x — 45

a) How many pairs of shoes must she sel k to break
even ? -Ax-qs

OF SHOGS.'

u.e SH.oES
b) How many pairs of shoes must she sell per week to make 1

S -lax-us PROF c T
st-te NEEDS

-ZZO To sew aa
ov SH.oes weekx:--lo

3) Below is a graph that models a rocket being shot from the top of a raised p atform
Where the x axis represents the time in seconds and the y-axis represents the height of
the rocket

12

a) What is the height of the platform that the rocket is 1

on? 10
@ For 9

-8

b) What is the maximum height that the rocket 7.
reaches?

5

c) At what TIME does the rocket reach that height? 4

d) How long does it take for the rocket to hit the
ground?

G.S secat4DS -2
2
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ATATION 3: SOLVING BY SQUARE ROOTS
se the s oare root method to solve the followin uadratics

l) 4x2 +2 = 74

3) 2x 2 — 338 = o 4) 5(x —

+338

ae=33€

IT-ITC, q

5) 0.55x 2 + 550 = 1430 (give answer as decimals) 6) —16x2 + 1450 = 0 (give answer as decimals)

O.SSx 
æ= 880 -iwso

O.SS O.S 5

3 3

= 25 10)5x 2 -67 = 143

—s
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STATION 4: SOLVING USING COMPLETING THE SQUARE
Solve the followin b com letin thes uare

l) x 2 — 12x+26 = o 2) x 2 + 16x-22 = 14

10

a > 10

- 2x — 48

12

X: ±F3-ij

100

4) x 2 + 6x — 4 = 0

Below is a problem that is solved by completing the square. There is a mistake. Identify the
mistake which ste number and then FIX the roblem

x2 -6x - 15 = 20 Ori inale uation
2

x 2 -6x-3 35 3 Ste 2
x 2 — 6x — 3 = Ste 3

(x— = 32 Ste 4

Step 5
Step 6

(OJQ.O


